
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Previous Work 

Last week you created three different charts with trend lines to demonstrate overall change in water 

temperature over the last several years.   

 

This week you are going to build on your work from last week and make some additional graphs 

demonstrating how water temperature changes over the course of a single year.  You are going to 

compare temperatures on the same day of the year for all the years in our study. 

 

B. Data Analysis 

Step 1: 

Open your Buoy100.xlsx that you made last week. 

 

Step 2: 

Let's now create a new tab that will let us compare days across all 8.75 years of the available data at the 

same time. 

• Create new tab named "Daily Summary Statistics" to compare daily values by year 

• In cells B1 to J1, create column labels for 2001 - 2009 

• In cell A1 create the column label "Day" 

• In cell A2, type 1/1/09 and in cell A3 type 1/2/09 

• Select these two cells and drag down until you reach 12/31/09 ( all the days in the year) 

• Select the entire "A" column and format it on the Home tab, Number group as a date of type 

 "3/14" using the "More Number Formats..." menu item. 

• Manually copy data from the "Daily Mean" tab for year 2001 (starts Jan 30) 

o Select the average temperature associated with the date 1/30/01 (cell B2) 

o Scroll down the page until you see 12/31/01 

o Holding the SHIFT button down, click on the cell containing the average temperature for 

12/31/01 to select all temperatures for 2001 

o Return to the "Daily Summary Statistics" tab 

o In the column for 2001 (the B column), select the cell associated with 1/30/01 (cell B31) 

o Paste Special (either using the button on the Home tab or by right clicking and selecting 

from the menu) 

o Choose the "Values" radiobutton and click OK 
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• Repeat this process to copy the data for each year into the appropriate location 

• You will notice that years 2004 and 2008 were leap years.  They both have an extra entry.  We 

are not particularly worried about this and will ignore it. 

 

Step 3: 

Now that we've got our daily averages separated out by year, let's graph it! 

• Select cells A2 through J366 in the Daily Summary Statistics spreadsheet tab 

• On the Insert tab, choose the first option under the Line chart menu in the Charts group 

• Put your chart on its own tab using the Move Chart button on the Design tab.  Give it an 

appropriate name. 

• You may notice that while you have a bunch of colored lines representing each year, none of the 

lines is labeled with the year.  This is because there is some kind of bug with Excel 2007 that will 

not let you (or at least wouldn't let me!) include the column names in this graph.  To deal with 

this: 

o Select the chart 

o Click on the "Select Data" button in the Data group on the left hand side of the Design 

tab. 

o Select "Series1" on the left-hand side of the pop-up window and click the Edit button 

o Type in "2001" for the Series name and hit OK. 

o Repeat this process for each series, from 2001 to 2009 

• Format the resulting chart by modifying the Title, legend, and axis labels appropriately.  You can 

also Format the vertical axis by right clicking on one of the temperature numbers.  This will let 

you specify the minimum/maximum values on the horizontal axis.  Your chart may look 

something like this: 

 



  

 

Step 4: 

Cool as this chart is, it's a little bit hard to read.  Why don't we use some simple statistics to create a 

chart that summarizes this information in a way that is MUCH easier to understand. 

• In the "Daily Summary Statistics" spreadsheet tab, create four new columns labels to the right of 

the yearly numbers:  

 "Min", "Max", "Average", and “Std Deviation” 

• Calculate the min/max/mean/stdev for each day over all the years using the functions: 

   =min() 

   =max() 

   =average() 

   =stdev() 

• Drag these formulas down to cover every entry 

• Select the A column and hold down SHIFT and select the FIRST THREE columns containing your 

statistical calculations 

• On the Insert tab, choose the first option under the Line chart menu in the Charts group 

• Put your chart on its own tab using the Move Chart button on the Design tab.  Give it an 

appropriate name. 

• Format the resulting chart by modifying the Title, legend, and axis labels appropriately.  You can 

also Format the vertical axis by right clicking on one of the temperature numbers.  This will let 

you specify the minimum/maximum values on the horizontal axis.  Your chart may look 

something like this: 

 



   

Step 5: 

• From looking at this chart, you should notice that there is a larger range of temperatures in the 

summer months than in the winter.  This means the standard deviation is going to be higher 

during these times than where the min and the max are close to each other.  Let’s graph that. 

• Select the A column and hold down SHIFT and select the last columns containing your standard 

deviation calculations 

• On the Insert tab, choose the first option under the Column chart menu in the Charts group (2-

D Clustered Column Chart) 

• Put your chart on its own tab using the Move Chart button on the Design tab.  Give it an 

appropriate name. 

• Format the resulting chart by modifying the Title, legend, and axis labels appropriately.  Your 

chart may look something like this: 

 

 

 



 

• You can see by this graph that the standard deviation between the water temperature on the 

same days in different years really IS higher in the summer and lowest in the wintertime, 

specifically November. 

 

C. Presentation 

You should now have a total of SIX charts analyzing the water temperatures off the La Jolla coast (three 

from this week and three from last week). 

Create a PowerPoint presentation of your findings. 

It should have a minimum of: 

• A title page introducing your presentation with your name on it. 

• Six slides with charts on them. 

• DESCRIPTION and EXPLANATION of each chart either on the same slide or on a separate slide.  

This doesn't have to be long, a sentence per chart will do, but a good presentation doesn't just 

throw random charts at the audience, you have to tell them what they are looking at. 

• One slide with some sort of concluding statements.  There are no rules about what this chart 

must have as long as it is related to your project.  You can talk about: 

o What you found interesting about this project. 

o Any observations you have about the charts in the project. 

o What you think would improve the results in the project. 



o What your next step would be if you were an ocean biologist and you were studying 

changes in ocean temperature. 

o Any conclusions you can draw from your project. 

D.  Putting it all online 

Step 1: 

Modify your CSE3Page.html to include links to your PowerPoint Presentation file (whatever you 

named it). 

Step 2: 

Put everything online and get checked off. 

REMEMBER to either drag your ENTIRE CSE3 folder into your public_html folder OR into the 

WHITESPACE inside the public_html folder!!!! 

 

Checkoff: Go to your homepage via the class webpage and demonstrate to the TA/Tutor that your 

presentation is complete with at least 8 slides as described in Section C above. 

 


